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MAJORCA PUT ON
FOREST FIRE ALERT
b Under the slogan “your safety
b First major forest fire of the
depends on you,” the campaign
summer broke out last Thursday and
appeals to public responsibility while blazed through the night.
stressing the avoidance of negligence.
See page 3

A FLOATING CITY

Odds indicate “Out”
campaign making
up ground fast
LONDON. The chances that

b The Harmony of the Seas, the world’s largest
passenger ship made her inaugural visit to Palma
yesterday during her first Mediterranean cruise: page 7

Britain will vote to leave
the European Union increased sharply yesterday
to 36 percent, the highest
level since the June 23 referendum was announced
by Prime Minister David
Cameron four months ago,
according to betting odds.
The implied probability of
a British vote to stay in the
EU fell to as low as 64 percent, down around 14 percentage points from last
Thursday when the probability was 78 percent, according to betting odds supplied by Betfair.
Odds moved after an opinion poll by ORB for The Independent newspaper
showed the “Out” camp
was 10 points ahead of “In.”
Bookmaker William Hill
said it was offering its shortest ever odds - 7/4 or a 36
percent implied probability
- on the chances of a vote to

leave the European Union.
“We had to halve our odds
yesterday morning for a
Brexit result,” William Hill
spokesman Graham Sharpe
said.
“Political punters betting
with William Hill that the
EU Referendum will produce a ‘Leave/Brexit’ outcome have forced the odds
down to their shortest level
since the date of the vote
was confirmed back in February,” Sharpe said.
“Political punters betting
with William Hill that the
EU Referendum will produce a ‘Leave/Brexit’ outcome have forced the odds
down to their shortest level
since the date of the vote
was confirmed back in February,” Sharpe said.
William Hill said it was offering 4/9 for a bet on an In
vote, or an implied probability of 69 percent.
See page 10

